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Hawaiian groove, straight eighth notes (q = ca. 152-160)

LEAD VOCALS
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Oo,  hoo,
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Doo doon_ doo  doo doon_ doo

Doo doon_ doo  doo doon_ doo

Doo doon_ doo  doo doon_ doo

Doo doon_ doo  doo doon_ doo

Hawaiian groove, straight eighth notes (q = ca. 152-160)
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BARITONE
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BASS

PIANO

(optional)

PERFORMANCE NOTES:

Lead Vocals may be performed by a solo voice, a duet, or a small ensemble.

Chord symbols are provided for optional ukulele or guitar.

As an optional introduction, accompanying instruments may play the first two, eight, or sixteen bars. The SoundTrax CD plays two.

* Also available for S.A.T.B. (35626) and S.S.A.B. (35627). SoundTrax CD available (35629).
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there's a high, land that I dreamed of once in a

C F

C Am Dm
are far, doo doon
doo doo doo

are far, behind
doo doo doo

are far, doo doo doo

Am

doo doo doo

Where troubles melt like lem-
me

Where troubles melt like lem-

F

do doo doo doo doon.
- on drops, high above the chime tops,
- on drops, high above the chime tops,
- on drops, high above the chime tops,
that's
doo
cresc.
doon
doo, that's where you'll find
Am

cresc.
mf
F
Oh, somewhere over the

T. II find me

BAR.

me.

Doo doon_doo doo doon_doo doo doon_doo

Doo doon_doo doo doon_doo doo doon_doo

me.

Doo c

rain bow, blue bird fly.

doo doon_doo doo doon_doo doo doon_doo
doo doon_doo doo doon_doo doo doon_doo
doo doon_doo doo doon_doo doo doon_doo
doo doon_doo c
Am molto rit. e decresc.
molto rit. e decresc.
molto rit. e decresc.